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The delivery of Robert Brown tends to be conspirative He sings of things suggestively with visuals

soul-stirring Of escapes and pursuits, or perils and integrity, like Agent Mulder on Prozac.. 11 MP3 Songs

ELECTRONIC: Industrial, Shake Goth From Dreams Or Angels Songs Details: Abney Park began in

unfixed seamy bars, etching a following with dark electronica reminiscent of Depeche Mode and Billy Idol.

Though gradual success was apparent, the long arm of the internet truly catapulted the exposure of

Abney Park to starved souls around the world. As the years have progressed, Abney Park's music has

transformed into an amalgam of Dead Can Dance, Danny Elfman and Rammstein, truly innovating

themselves and conveying a musical maturity apparent from release to release. This has proven to be

well received by fans and reviewers alike, solidifying a fan base while drawing more people into the fold

everyday. Abney Park has produced a number of CDs including 'Return to the Fire', 'Cemetery Number

1', From Dreams and Angels' and Twisted and Broken'; the latter of which has been called a tribute CD by

the artists who contributed to it (consisting of some of the biggest names in the underground music

scene). In support of these and other releases, Abney Park has played live all over the North American

Continent from Vancouver, Canada to Las Vegas Nevada and well over a dozen stops in between. And

that's not all. Abney Park has also appeared on sound tracks for movies and video games as well as a

variety of compilation CDs including Cleopatra Record's Unquiet Grave 3. So if you're interested in

exploring a darker side of human nature, if you're yearning for something to capture the spirit and raise

the pulse, then prepare to indulge your next obsession.
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